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As woodturners progressing in our craft many of us find ourselves having to learn numerous 

other semi-related skills to support our turning.  Almost immediately as we start to learn to 

turn we have to simultaneously become somewhat competent in sharpening our tools.  After 

we get our first few turnings under our belt, we begin to take an interest in learning a few of 

the several different ways of applying a finish to our work.  We soon learn that finishing is an 

artform all on its own. As we start to move beyond basic finished turnings many of us start to 

incorporate techniques such as carving, texturing, resin casting, and colour to our turnings, 

each a completely different skillset with different tools and techniques.   

Photography is another one of those semi-related skills that we owe it to ourselves to learn at 

a basic level.  At some point during this endless learning and experimentation journey many 

of us like to show off our work to our fellow turners at the Instant Galleries held during our 

pre-COVID physical meetings.  During those meetings, our work had been professionally 

photographed by Jay and Lin for inclusion in our newsletter and social media.  During these 

COVID times it has not been easy to display our works at our online meetings and many 

members are reluctant to share because they don’t believe they can show their work properly 

in a Zoom window.  Since we have moved our meetings online, we’ve encouraged members 

to photograph their own work to show online and provide those photos to the newsletter edi-

tor for inclusion in the newsletter, but we receive precious few submissions.   

Unfortunately, many of us who are not already into photography feel that we lack the skills, 

equipment, or interest to properly take a decent photo of our work, so we don’t bother trying.  

After all, photography is a completely different skillset with its own universe of tools and 

techniques.  We also tend to believe that gearing up to take decent photos will be expensive.  

I know because I’ve been there. 

It doesn’t have to be that way.  Most of us own a phone with a somewhat decent digital cam-

era built in.  We are blessed (or cursed depending on your perspective) with lots of cloudy 

days that provide the perfect lighting for taking photos.  Add a bedsheet or poster board for a 

background and you have everything you need to take an acceptable photo of your work.  

With a little experimentation, the instant feedback of digital cameras, and maybe a YouTube 

video or two we can all learn in a very short period of time to take a relatively decent photo of 

our work to share.  It does not take a huge amount of effort, expense or time investment to 

accomplish this small feat.   

We’re hoping to be able to offer a basic photography presentation at some point in the near 

future but, in the meantime, we would all love to see your work whether you are a beginner 

turner or a creator of gallery quality works of art.  Seeing other’s work is inspiring.  Sharing 

your work Is gratifying and often educational.  I would encourage all our members to try 

By Steve Fairbairn  

President's Column  
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their hand at taking photos of their recent works to show off in our newsletter’s Instant 

Gallery and President’s Challenge sections as well as during our online meetings.  The pho-

tos don’t have to be perfect but with a little practise you’ll be able to take acceptable photos 

with a minimum of equipment or investment.  The important part is the sharing. 

Speaking of the newsletter, you will find elsewhere in this newsletter a message from our 

long-time newsletter editor, Bruce Campbell.  Bruce has been our editor for six years and, 

along with recently retired publisher Robert Carlson, has done a phenomenal job of creat-

ing one of the best newsletters of any woodturning guild.  About a year ago Bruce and Rob-

ert announced their intentions to step back from their newsletter responsibilities and pass 

on the baton.   

Every month for the past year we have been asking for volunteers to step up and take on 

one of these two extremely important roles within the guild.  After receiving nothing short 

of the sound of crickets for almost a year we found someone willing to take on the task of 

publishing the newsletter.  To date we have had nobody even enquire about the role of edi-

tor.   

This month will be Bruce’s last newsletter.  I cannot thank Bruce and Robert enough for 

hanging in past their best before dates to ensure we all had a high quality, informative 

newsletter to read every month.  We now have a new publisher, but no editor.  I am sad to 

say that, unless somebody steps forward to take on the editor’s role in the next few weeks, 

this will be the last GVWG newsletter until such time as we have an editor.  It pains me im-

mensely to have to say this, but it is what it is.  Please read Bruce’s column to see what is 

involved in being editor and please consider taking on this very important role. 

Once again, a hearty thankyou to Bruce and Robert of their many years of putting out this 

amazing newsletter.  You guys rock! 

Stay well, 

   Steve 
President’s Challenge: 

• October – Hollow Form 

• November – Calabash Bowl 
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Change is often hard, but when it is time to move on delay is not good either.  For several months I 

have indicated that it is time for me to step down as editor of this newsletter and now is the time.  

This will be my last edition as editor. 

The newsletter serves several important roles for the Guild.  It has been a place to document our 

activities, distribute information, promote upcoming events, and share our work. Through the 

hard work of Webmaster Steve it has also become a searchable archive containing a wealth of 

turning-related information. 

Yet, if you search through the back issues (online at http://www.gvwg.ca/__newsletters.html) you 

may recognize that each editor made it their own infusing it with a new focus and sensibility.  It is 

time for that to happen again. 

Some of the material that currently makes up the newsletter comes from Guild activities.  The 

President (sometimes after some gentle pestering) writes a column each month.  I write Tech Talk 

and will continue to do so.  When we get back to “normal” times, the Focus on Fundamentals coor-

dinator (currently Dustin) writes up that monthly presentation.  Our presenter often writes up 

their demonstration and a few folks will contribute supporting pictures.  The photographers (Lin 

and Jay currently) photograph all gallery pieces. Brian usually crafts announcements of future 

events with supporting pictures and there are sometimes advertisements and interesting articles 

that come in.  Finally there are some boilerplate items – safety, contact info, etc. 

This is the list of ingredients that are available for each newsletter “stew”.  The selection of what 

goes in to the pot and the “seasoning” that is added is the role of the Editor.  When that is all done 

it goes off to the Publisher (currently Steve) who pours it though formatting tools and sends it to 

Webmaster Steve for publication on the web site.  Via the “Web” it is read world-wide by a remark-

able range of consumers and that must always be held in mind.   

This is how I have approached the job for nearly six years but it is certainly not the only way it 

could be done.  One or more of you has the chance to mold it as you see fit.  I will continue to con-

tribute articles and provide advice but only when it is requested. 

I will close by thanking Robert Carlson, my long-time publisher and Steve Fairbairn, my current 

publisher both of whom have done great jobs of making the newsletter look good and thus dis-

tracting people from at least some of my mistakes and shortcomings. 

Sincerely Yours. 

Bruce Campbell      

Past-Editor       

By Bruce Campbell  

Editor's Notes 
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Tech Talk continues to be held at 7:00 PM on the 

Monday evening following our Guild Zoom 

meeting.    We will stay with this arrangement as 

long as we are ZOOM-ing rather than meeting at 

Sapperton Hall. As usual, a link to the session 

will be emailed to all paid-up members.  Please 

join in and bring along your question and share 

you experiences. 

Woodturners Worldwide On-Line Symposi-

um Larry and Gary gave their overall impres-

sions of this recent event (see more details in 

separate article).  Overall both were very im-

pressed which, perhaps, made the one poor 

presentation stand out as a blatant infomercial.  

Both enjoyed the “shadow” turning demo and 

Larry found the on-line trade show enjoyable 

with vendors standing by to engage interactively.  

Angle Gagues Larry fond an inexpensive set of 

angle gauges on-line – a set of 18 in 5 degree 

increment . Here is the Amazon.ca link for it. 

https://www.amazon.ca/HFS-Piece-Angle-Gauge-

Pouch/dp/B014VB5UKS/ref=sr_1_5?

dchild=1&keywords=angle+gauge+set&qid=160305

8449&sr=8-5 

In Search of a Great Bowl Finish Gary noted 

that in the market that he sells to S3 is the best – 

Shiny Stuff Sells. Last month he reported that he 

tried walnut oil on a bowl but it never seemed to 

dry. We advised recoating with polymerized tung 

oil and he found that did dry but was not shiny 

enough for his liking.  We suggested buffing and 

look forward to hearing back on the results. 

This prompted a discussion on bowl finishes 

starting with the ever-popular super shiny Wipe-

on-Poly finish.  The problem with it and its peers 

(laquer, Spar, shellac, etc.)  that amply a sealed 

coating to the wood is that when the coating gets 

punctured – say by a fork or knife – water gets 

behind it and is impossible to remove.  It soon 

stains or molds the wood and cannot be refreshed 

without completely removing the finish and re-

applying it afresh.  Oil finishes such as tung, 

walnut, mineral, etc. have the advantage that 

they can be refreshed outside the studio and 

sometimes even by the owner.  There are a num-

ber of formulas for bowl finished that can be had 

for a few minutes exploration on the net. One is 

called Odie’s Oil but there are a number of oth-

ers featuring blends of oils and bees wax. 

Installing Crush Grind Mechanisms Scott has 

been making pepper and salt grinders using the 

excellent Crush Grind mechanisms but he finds 

that cutting the seating groove per the instruc-

tions to be “finicky”.  He asked if the units could 

be glues in.  Lots of us echoed their similar expe-

riences and many had abandoned the groove in 

favour of glue.  Larry recommended using 24-hr 

epoxy rather that the 5-minute variety (more 

strength) and Bob suggested adding  wood dust, 

again for more strength. 

Gary reports buying the mechanisms in bulk 

from Packard US and shipping to Bellingham but 

that will need to wait until the border re-opens. 

One person voiced caution that there are knock-

off mechanisms out there that look just about the 

same but do not perform nearly as well. 
(Continued on page 6) 

By Bruce Campbell 

Tech Talk - September 2020 

https://www.amazon.ca/HFS-Piece-Angle-Gauge-Pouch/dp/B014VB5UKS/ref=sr_1_5?dchild=1&keywords=angle+gauge+set&qid=1603058449&sr=8-5
https://www.amazon.ca/HFS-Piece-Angle-Gauge-Pouch/dp/B014VB5UKS/ref=sr_1_5?dchild=1&keywords=angle+gauge+set&qid=1603058449&sr=8-5
https://www.amazon.ca/HFS-Piece-Angle-Gauge-Pouch/dp/B014VB5UKS/ref=sr_1_5?dchild=1&keywords=angle+gauge+set&qid=1603058449&sr=8-5
https://www.amazon.ca/HFS-Piece-Angle-Gauge-Pouch/dp/B014VB5UKS/ref=sr_1_5?dchild=1&keywords=angle+gauge+set&qid=1603058449&sr=8-5
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Tech Talk is now indexed! Webmaster Steve 
has gone through 9 years (yikes!) of Tech Talk 
articles and placed the topic headers in the 
newsletter index on the Website.  Now using 
the “FIND” feature on your browser 
(CONTROL-F on Windows; COMMAND-F on 
Mac) you can type in a topic and search for in-
formation in previous Tech Talk sessions.  Ku-
dos to Webmaster Steve for taking the effort to 
do this! 
 
Using Filler on Wet wood Peter asked about 
using fillers on wet wood.  The fairly universal 
response was, “No.”  Moisture in the wood will 
either seep in to the filler before it sets or inter-
fere with adhesion. 
 
This lead to a discussion of what to do with a 
blank that is cracked but needs to be rough 
turned before drying.  I suggested inserting a 
series of biscuits to stabilize the crack an even 
add a decorative feature.  Phil just happened to 
have several examples on hand to illustrate the 
point.  Thanks, Phil. 
 

Phil Winch—Mystery Wood turned green with 
inserts 

 
 

 
Phil Winch—Mystery Woodturned green with 

inserts 

Phil Winch—Dogwood with inserts 15” 

(continued) 

Tech Talk - September 2020 
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Slipping Jacobs Chuck  Des asked how to 
keep the Jacobs chuck from slipping when drill-
ing using the quill.  The first responses were to 
be sure the quill Morse taper was clean and if 
not to get an MT cleaner to do so.  KDC Tools 
sells such devices.  While that was interesting 
information, it was not Des’ problem.  The 
chuck was slipping on the JT side – not on the 
MT side.  There is a screw used to tighten the 
body of the chuck to the JT but Des reported 
that he had tightened that are well as he could.  
A suggestion was that he take it apart, clean it 
and then reassemble it.  He will report back his 
findings. 
 
Making a Negative-Rack Scraper -  Des asked 
how to convert a traditional scraper to a negative
-rack scraper.  The answer is to flip the scraper 
over and grind another bevel to the “top”.  The 
goal is to make the included angle between to 

two bevels to be less than 90 degrees - some 
suggest as little as 55 degrees. 
 
Converting a scraper to negative-rack makes the 
tool more manageable and less “grabby” espe-
cially on very hard timbers (Blackwood, co-
cobolo, boxwood, bone, etc.)  It also allows the 
tool to be held more-or-less level to the work 
while still presenting a downward bevel to the 
surface.  This makes it somewhat easier to use. 
Especially when tilted on an angle to shear-cut 
rather than flat. 
 
It was a fun session last time.  Please make our 
next session as successful by joining us at 7:00 
on Monday October 26th.  As usual, the ZOOM 
details will be emailed to all paid-up members a 
few days before the meeting.  I look forward to 
seeing you there. 

(continued) 

Tech Talk - September 2020 

7pm on the Monday after each monthly guild meeting 

Bring your problems - Show off a new tool or invention - Share 
your knowledge 

Watch your email for the Zoom link! 
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Our guest remote speaker last month was Emiliano Achaval who lives and works on the Ha-

wai’i island of Maui.  He is a self-taught turner with a passion for traditional Hawai’ian cala-

bash (hand-carved bowls).  He gave us an excellent history lesson on what is known of how 

the bowls were made, for what they were used, and the reverence that the Hawai’ian people 

hold them.   

He then did some turning and talked about the various aspects of the calabash design in-

cluding how it was traditionally made and maintained.  As they were made by hand which 

took a LOT of work and greatly prized by their owners, it is not surprising that they were 

painstakingly repaired if they cracked.  The exact ways is which they were originally done 

have been lost but Emiliano has developed an effective series of steps to do so using modern 

tools. 

Emiliano sent us two excellent articles that cover all this material in much better detail that 

can be done here.  Instead, they have been posed on the website.   

President Steve has already indicated November’s President Challenge will be “Turn a Cala-

bash Bowl”.  To aid in this, here are two excellent references to guide us: 

By Bruce Campbell  

The Tradition of the Hawaiian Calabash 

Bowl with Emiliano Achaval 
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In addition, he provided some reference material for us: 

• The Hawaiian Calabash By Irving Jenkins Out of print but available on Amazon at a 

decent price.  

• Pewa Resources - Mark Stebbins. Big Island of Hawaii  

http://www.bigislandengraving.com  

• CONTACT INFO:  

Name:  Emiliano Achaval 

Email: achaval@yahoo.com 

Website: www.hawaiiankoaturner.com 

Cell:  808-854 1028 

Message: When you visit Maui, stop by the Studio and say hello. 

 

Many thanks for the remote demo, Emiliano. 

http://www.bigislandengraving.com
mailto:achaval@yahoo.com
http://www.hawaiiankoaturner.com
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By Emiliano Achaval 

Emiliano Achaval, Wood Lathe Artist 

Located in Maui, Hawaii 

I started turning about 21 years ago. A huge Big 

Island Koa tree fell in my yard. A friend of 

mine stopped by to see if I wanted to sell the 

wood… I hesitated, and he offered to teach me 

something to be able to use the beautiful wood 

all over my yard. I ordered an entry level Sears 

Craftsman lathe and some soft carbon steel 

turning tools… I’m a self-taught turner, never 

had a lesson, but I did buy lots of books and old 

VHS tapes about woodturning. My good friend 

Cole Warren allowed me to go watch him turn 

at his old gallery in Makawao, his help was in-

valuable. I doubt I would be where I’m now if it 

wasn’t for Cole’s help. I’ll always be grateful for 

his support, teachings, and advice. Cole’s will-

ingness to share what he knew always stayed 

with me.  

Another one of my very first mentors, was my 

wife’s cousin, Johnny Baldwin. He gave me lots 

of advice, and share his wood pile with me. One 

of the palm tree pieces he gave me, he said that 

if I found a bullet in it, he wanted it. General 

Patton had shot at it, while doing a handstand 

and drinking whiskey, on a dare, in a party at 

his house, during world war 2… Johnny 

brought many world-class turners to Maui, let-

ting everyone come for the learning experi-

ence… 

It was the foundation of my learning experi-

ence, sharing the knowledge with fellow turn-

ers, that led me to be one of the founding mem-

bers of the Maui Woodturners Association. I 

was voted as the first President on February of 

2016. We are a chapter club of the American 

Association of Woodturners. 

10 years ago I purchased an Australian made 

lathe: a Stubby S750, in my opinion, one of the 

more solidly built and most versatile lathes 

available anywhere in the world today. It 

weighs around 800 Lbs with the added sand, 

needless to say, there is no vibration at all, 

even with big unbalanced pieces. 

I turn almost exclusively Koa wood, with the 

occasional fruit tree like Lychee, avocado, and 

mango. Also the occasional hard to find Milo 

wood, Pheasant wood, and some other rare na-

tive trees… If it’s wood, and it's nice, I will turn 

it… 

2017 has started with a bang! I have been 

awarded the 2017 Educational Scholarship giv-

en by the American Association of Woodturn-

ers!! Truly a great honor. I will be going to one 

of the best Art schools in the world, Ar-

rowmont, in Gatlinburg Tennessee. 

I'm now a contributing writer for the best 

woodturning magazine in the world, 

Woodturning UK, keep an eye out for my arti-

cles coming out soon! 

Also, the AAW chose one of my Koa bowls as 

"Turning of the Week" for the week starting on 

January 9th, 2017!! I did say that 2017 was go-

ing to be Epic!! Aloha from Maui 
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By Gary Burns 

Woodturners Worldwide Online 

Symposium 

I and a few other members from the GVWG 

and the FVWG took part in the Woodturners 

Worldwide On-Line Symposium from Thurs-

day Sept 24th through  Saturday 26th. 

You could sign in as early as Tuesday the 22nd 

to learn how to move around digitally and plan 

you own schedule.  They added a few mini de-

mos Tuesday as well which was fun.  

On Wednesday they set up an on-line meet-

and-greet session where you entered your in-

terests and they set you up with other turners 

with the same interest. They connected you 

with one and gave you 5 minutes to chat before 

moving to another pairing.  They very quickly 

found 5 minutes wasn't enough and increased 

it to 10 minute.  I very much enjoyed speaking 

to other turners from around the world. 

Thursday, Friday, Saturday were all filled with 

demonstrations from 7 AM till 7 PM daily.  

Each demo was about 90 minutes and some 

had a 30 minute Q&A follow-up.  Some ses-

sions were live and others were pre-recorded 

because of time slots where the demonstrator 

lived. 

Each attendee was offered a desktop tool that 

allowed you to control you participation.  They 

had a slide bar on the left side that could take 

you to different locations immediately along 

with a calendar the whole week.  The demos 

were recorded and became available immedi-

ately after the demo ended. 

There was a “Sponsor” section were daily easy-

turning challenges were posed. All you had to 

do was make it and post it on your media plat-

form of choice (flicker, Facebook, Instagram, 

etc.) and hashtag the sponsor.  They gave away 

some very nice prizes worth hundreds of dol-

lars which was very nice. 

Most of the demonstrations where very good; 

well worth the price of admission. Plus, for a 

full month attendees can go back and watch 

the recordings of any sessions they missed, 

including the mini demos on Tuesday. 

Considering the world of internet symposia is 

so new, with one worked well.  There were 

some glitches but the organizers jumped on 

them right away and, for the most part, re-

solved them quickly. 

 Like any Symposium there was too much to 

take in over the three days main and two ad-

vanced days. 

It will probably take me the month to see the 

ones I missed, to watch the ones I want to see 

again, and find time to get in the shop and try 

some of the things I learned. 

 All round, this was an excellent event for me 

and well worth both the cost and my time. 
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“Had I known this was going to take so much 
time & effort I would never have begun.” 

The September’s President’s Challenge was 
make something from a construction 2x4. My 
material came from a small demolition project 
in my home, a Douglas fir board with some nails 
and usual bad spots.  I settled on a multi-layered 
segmented vessel -something I had never at-
tempted. A few CAD drawings later and I had a 
shape, but no dimensions. Using a spreadsheet, 
I plugged in 2x4x96, divided that by the height 
of each layer, factored in 8 pieces per layer, and 
guessed at the required width in order to have 
sufficient glue contact between layers and allow 
for turning to round. That equaled 600+ linear 
inches of ¾” wide material after deducting 
waste, nail-holes, kerf and sanding.  The target 
size of the project was set at 6” diameter by 18” 
height, based on my precise guessing.  I grabbed 
the 2x4 and ripped it, planed it to thickness, 
ripped to width, and planed for jointing.  

My next step was to make a test layer from scrap 
before committing to slicing and dicing my 2x4 
into individual segments. At this point it is 
worth pointing out the value of past experience 
in working Douglas fir(and other material like 
red cedar). The physical characteristics that 
make both those timbers ideal for splitting into 
fire wood is the same characteristic that makes 
it finicky to turn when approaching anywhere 
close to “against the grain”. I put on my thinking 
cap.  Most staves I have seen in segmented work 
have been butt jointed, end grain to end grain. 
With this orientation we are always faced with 
some up-hill grain… and that would be problem-
atic with the Doug fir. Solution? Cap still on, I 
realised that I could join the segments (as seen 
below) and if I turned in the favourable direc-
tion, I would be addressing almost 100% down-
hill (with the grain). 

The gluing and clamping was accomplished by a 
simple, but very messy, process of apply glue to 
jointing faces, press and rub together with my 
fingers until the two begin to stick and then reg-

ister against a flat surface to maintain planarity. 
Wait twenty seconds and affix another piece us-
ing the same method until I had half of the ring 
complete. Repeat this process with the other 
half and let the glue setup for a couple of hours. 
Note: there was lots of cleanup after each glue 
joint.  

Once set, I dry fit and adjusted the two half 
rings using a belt sander and completed the ring 
with glue and more rubbing/pressing/
registering against a flat surface and then more 
clean up!  

Once that was done - repeat  29 more times.  

After all rings are completed, I sanded both 
sides to remove glue and true things up. 

I used my lathe for the alignment and clamping 
of rings to one another. In three batches of ten 
rings, I centred the first ring on a headstock 
faceplate and tacked it in place with hot glue. 
Then, using another faceplate, centred on the 
tailstock, I aligned subsequent rings and 
clamped them from the tailstock end, overlap-
ping the glue joints from layer to layer.  It 
worked marvellously. Once my three batches 

By Steve Hansen 

This Issue’s Cover: My 2x4 Project 
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Letters 

were set, I aligned and clamped them all to-
gether using the same lathe clamping method. 

 I will digress here to explain a boo-boo whilst 
gluing one of the rings using the lathe clamp-
ing. After gluing and applying pressure to one 
of the rings, I noticed that it was oriented up-
side down, meaning that the grain orientation 
was backwards! Even after about 5 seconds of 
pressure from the clamping, I was unable to 
remove it. I could have sacrificed much of the 
glue-up, but decided to leave it and await my 
punishment. 

Once the glue was all set, I began turning a 
vase. As expected the one ring was a snotty-
nosed brat and each time I had to work that ar-
ea, I jumped over to the other side of the lathe 
and ran it in reverse to work that one ring. I de-

cided to fashion a somewhat awkward shape. In 
the end, my finger pressure joints were largely 
really tight and the overall project was a success 
in that I learned a few things. I left the interior 
rough. Done! 

Bravo Zulu 
 

Steve, I just read your column (Sept 2020) in the newsletter and thought I should say something.  

As one of the silent majority (read reluctant volunteer), I greatly appreciate what you and your 

fellow executive do for us.  Your column hits exactly the right points and the tone is perfect.  As we 

used to say in Naval signals:  BZ 

 Phil Winch 

Thank you for your kind words, Phil.  It really has been a team effort by many members. 

    - Steve 
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September 24 

Instant Gallery 

Allan Cusworth - Three Corner Bowl 

-  13” x 4.5 “ 

Allan Cusworth - Triangular Box, 

Multi-centre -  2.5” x 2.75 “ 
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September 24 

Instant Gallery 

Chris Stiles  - Bowl With Feet  -  

Spalted Maple - 7.5” x 3.5 “ 

Gary Burns - Platter with Acrylic 

Rim - 10.5” x 2.25 “ 
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2x4 Challenge 

President's Challenge Gallery 

Bruce Campbell - “Heginald” -  SPF 

2x4 - 6” x 4 “ 

Chris Stiles - Winged Bowl -  SPF 

2x4 - 10” x 2.5 “ 
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2x4 Challenge 

President's Challenge Gallery 

Marco Berera - Dachshund -  SPF 

2x4 - 16” x 6” x 4 “ 
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2x4 Challenge 

President's Challenge Gallery 

Steve Fairbairn - Cosmic Cloud 

Platter -  SPF 2x4 - 12” x 2 “ 

Steve Fairbairn - Red Rimmed 

Platter -  SPF 2x4 - 12” x 2 “ 
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2x4 Challenge 

President's Challenge Gallery 

Steve Hansen - Segmented Vessel -  

SPF 2x4 - 14” x 5” 
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➢ Always wear safety goggles or safety glasses that 

include side protectors. Use a full face shield for 

bowl, vessel, or any turning involving chucks and 

faceplates. 

➢ Use a combination of dust mask, air filtration 

helmet, proper ventilation, and/or dust collec-

tion system as appropriate. Fine particles from a 

grinder and wood dust are harmful to your res-

piratory system.  

➢ Wear hearing protection during extended periods 

of turning. 

➢ Turn the lathe off before adjusting the tool rest or 

tool rest base, i.e., banjo. 

➢ Always remove chuck keys, adjusting wrenches, 

and knockout bars immediately after use.   Never 

leave them in place, even for a moment. 

➢ Tie back long hair and avoid loose clothing, jew-

elry, or any dangling objects that may catch on 

rotating parts or accessories. 

➢ When using a faceplate, be certain the workpiece 

is solidly mounted with stout screws (#10 or #12 

sheet metal screws as a minimum). Do not use 

dry wall or deck screws.  

➢ When turning between centers, be certain the 

workpiece is firmly mounted between the head-

stock driving center and tailstock center. 

➢ Ensure the belt guard or cover is in place. 

➢ Check that all locking devices on the tailstock 

and tool rest assembly (rest and base) are tight 

before operating the lathe. 

➢ Ensure the blank is securely fastened. 

➢ Rotate your workpiece backwards by hand to 

make sure it clears the toolrest and bed before 

turning the lathe on.  

➢ Stay clear of the areas directly behind and in 

front of the workpiece, they are the most likely 

areas for a piece to travel as it comes off the 

lathe. A good safety habit is to step out of this 

zone when turning on the lathe, keeping your 

hand on the switch in case you need to turn the 

machine off. When observing someone else turn, 

stay out of these zones. 

➢ Always check the speed of the lathe before turn-

ing it on. Use slower speeds for larger diameters 

or rough pieces and higher speeds for smaller 

diameters and pieces that are balanced. Always 

start a piece at a slower speed until the workpiece 

is balanced. If the lathe is shaking or vibrating, 

lower the speed. If the workpiece vibrates, always 

stop the machine to verify why. As a starting 

point, consult your operator’s manual for recom-

mended speeds for a particular lathe. Ensure the 

lathe speed is compatible with the size of the 

blank. 

➢ Exercise extra caution when using stock with 

cracks, splits, checks, bark pockets, knots, irregu-

lar shapes, or protuberances. Beginners should 

avoid these types of stock until they have greater 

knowledge of working such wood. 

➢ Hold turning tools securely on the toolrest, hold-

ing the tool in a controlled but comfortable man-

ner. Always contact the tool rest with the tool 

before contacting the wood. 

➢ Note that, when running a lathe in reverse, it is 

possible for a chuck or faceplate to unscrew un-

less it is securely tightened or locked on the lathe 

spindle. 

➢ Know your capabilities and limitations. An expe-

rienced woodturner is capable of lathe speeds, 

techniques, and procedures not recommended 

for beginning turners. 

➢ Always remove the tool rest before sanding, fin-

ishing, or polishing operations. 

➢ Don’t overreach, keep proper footing, and keep 

your balance at all times. 

➢ Keep your lathe in good repair. Check for dam-

aged parts, alignment, binding of moving parts, 

You mostly turn alone so safety is YOUR responsibility. 

Safety Guidelines for Wood Turning  
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GVWG Dessert Chats 

Every Thursday at 7pm for an hour 

There is no agenda or topic, just a great 

way to stay in touch and socialize while we 

are unable to get together in person.   

Watch your email for the Zoom link! 

and other conditions that may affect its operation. 

➢ Keep tools sharp and clean for better and safer 

performance. Don’t force a dull tool. Don’t use a 

tool for a purpose for which it was not designed or 

intended. 

➢ Consider your work environment. Don’t use a 

lathe in damp or wet locations. Do not use in pres-

ence of inflammable liquids or gases, and always 

keep a fully-charged fire extinguisher close at 

hand. Keep your work area well lit. 

➢ Stay alert. Watch what you are doing. Pay close 

attention to unusual sounds or vibrations. Stop 

the lathe to investigate the cause. Don’t operate 

machines when you are tired or under the influ-

ence of drugs or alcohol. 

➢ Guard against electric shock. Inspect electric 

cords for damage. Avoid the use of extension 

cords. 

➢ Never leave the lathe running unattended. Turn 

power off. Don’t leave lathe until it comes to a 

complete stop. 

➢ Many accidents to woodturners occur while using 

saws, especially band and chain saws. Learn and 

follow the safety guidelines for this equipment. 
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Calendar of Guild Events 2020 

Date Time Location Event 

2020 

Jan 23rd, 2020 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – tba 
Main Speaker – Dustin Cook – Turning a Lamp 

Feb 22nd, 2020  9:00 AM Sapperton Hall Dale Larson - All-day Demo  

Feb 23rd, 2020 9:00 AM KMS Tools Classroom Dale Larson – Hands-on Class 

Feb 24th, 2020 9:00 AM KMS Tools Classroom Dale Larson – Hands-on Class 

Feb 27th, 2020 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – Bruce Campbell – Drivers and Live Centers 
Main Speaker – Larry Stevenson – Displaying Our Work 

Mar 26th, 2020 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall Cancelled due to quarantine  

Apr 23rd, 2020 7:15 P.M. Via ZOOM See eMail for invitation details 

May 2nd, 2020 9:00 AM Sapperton Hall Dan Tilden 

May 3rd, 2020 9:00 AM KMS Tools Classroom Dan Tilden – Hands-on Class                     

May 28th, 2020 7:15 P.M. Zoom Meeting 

Club Meeting 
FoF – Bruce Campbell – The fingernail Jig Decoded 
Main Speaker – Ed Pretty – Butterfly inserts in curved 
surfaces 

July 4-7,  2020  
Kentucky Exhibition 
Centre, Louisville, 
Kentucky 

AAW'S 34th Annual International Symposium 

June 25th, 2020 7:00 P.M. ZOOM Meeting 
Club Meeting 
Main Speaker – Cindy Drozda via ZOOM from Boulder, CO 

Jul 23rd, 2020 
7:00 P.M. ZOOM Meeting Club Meeting 

Main Speaker – tba 

Aug 27th, 2020 
7:00 P.M. ZOOM Meeting Club Meeting 

Main Speaker – Joe Fleming – Air Brushing Refresher 

Sep 24th, 2020 
6:30 P.M. ZOOM Meeting Club Meeting 

Main Speaker – Emiliano Achaval – Calabash Bowl 

Oct 3rd, 2020 11:00 am ZOOM Meeting Pat Carroll – Square Platter with Textured Rim 

Oct 22th, 2020 6:30 P.M. ZOOM Meeting 
Club Meeting 
Main Speaker – Trent Bosch 

Nov 26th, 2020 6:30 P.M. ZOOM Meeting 
Club Meeting 
Main Speaker – To Be Announced 

Jan 28th, 2021 6:30pm ZOOM Meeting 
Club Meeting 
Main Speaker – Seri Robinson – Spalted Wood 

Feb 25th, 2021 6:30pm ZOOM Meeting 
Club Meeting 
Main Speaker – To Be Announced 

Mar 25th, 2021 6:30pm ZOOM Meeting 
Club Meeting 
Main Speaker – Eric Lofstrom – Become One With the 
Lathe 

 

 Denotes guest speakers. 

 



GVWG 

GVWG Officers, 
Appointees & Volunteers 

 

Special points of 
interest: 

• Next Meeting:  

Thursday October 22nd, 
2018 at 6:30 PM,  
Sapperton Hall, 318 
Keary St, New Westmin-
ster BC  

• Main Speaker:  

Trent Bosch—Vessel of 
Illusion 

• President’s Challenge: 

October  – Hollow Vessel 
September—Calabash 
Bowl 

President: Steve Fairbairn president@gvwg.ca 

Vice President: Steve Hansen   

Secretary: Dan Breck secretary@gvwg.ca 

Treasurer: Bob James treasurer@gvwg.ca 

Members At Large: Annie Prefontaine  

Des Wilson   

Peter Hill   

Brian Lunt   

Phil Vetra   

John Hammond   

Dustin Cook   

Rob Smith   

Past President Bill Fowle   

Educational Coordinator: Larry Stevenson   

Communications: Brian Lunt communications@gvwg.ca 

Librarians: Peter McLaren. 

Rachel Tius 

  

Food Chief: John Hammond   

FOF Coordinator: Dustin Cook   

Turning 101: Peter Hill 

Tracy Kennedy 

  

Visiting Demonstrator Liaison: Dustin Cook 

Brian Lunt 

  

Visiting Demonstrator Advisor: Art Liestman   

Newsletter Editor: Bruce Campbell editor@gvwg.ca 

Newsletter Publisher: Steve Fairbairn   

Digital Photography: Jay & Lin Mapson   

Webmaster: Steve Hansen webmaster@gvwg.ca 


